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ABSTRACT
This paper is concerned with cooperative Terrain Aided Navigation of a network of aircraft using fusion of Radar Altimeter
and inter-node range measurements. State inference is performed using a Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter with online
measurement noise statistics estimation. For terrain coverage
measurement noise parameter identification, an online Expectation Maximization algorithm is proposed, where local sufficient statistics at each node are calculated in the E-step, which
are then distributed to neighboring nodes using a random gossip algorithm to perform the M-step at each node. Simulation
results show that improvement on positioning and calibration
performance can be achieved compared to a non-cooperative
approach.
1. INTRODUCTION
Modern autonomous systems are deployed in various environments, such as underwater [1], indoors [2], or in civil and
military aviation [3]. Recently, there has been an increased
interest in multi-vehicle missions, where each platform acts
autonomously to fulfill a specified task. Apart from these
tasks, each platform performs self-localization to navigate
through the unknown environment, which is usually carried out independently of other platforms. This approach,
however, has several shortcomings. For instance, the same
external landmarks may be used by different platforms for
self-localization, or inter-platform observations are available.
Exploiting this type of information generally improves the
self-localization of each platform, and therefore navigation of
multiple platforms need to be treated as a whole [2], which is
called cooperative navigation.
In cooperative navigation, each platform (or node of a
global network) has direct access to the observations of its
own sensors. Depending on the capacity of the (wireless)
communication link, the information collected at each node is
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usually distributed over the network, and each node then locally performs an improved estimation based on the information received from the neighboring nodes. This so-called distributed estimation approach generally leads to an improved
global network estimation performance [4]. Consensus algorithms are promising distributed approaches where all nodes
in the network aim at reaching an agreement on some common unknown information. The consensus averaging technique [5] has been studied in linear distributed estimation
problems using distributed Kalman Filter (KF) [6] and also
in nonlinear problems using Particle Filter (PF) [4]. It has
the property of asymptotically reaching the solution of the
centralized approach, but one of its drawbacks is the potentially prohibitive communication overhead due to the multiiterative consensus step [7, 8]. Due to this shortcoming, other
techniques have been suggested in the literature which require
less communication bandwidth [9].
The purpose of this work is to study the problem of Terrain Aided Navigation (TAN), whose concept is to use terrain height variations along the aircraft flight path to provide high performance position estimates in an autonomous
manner without any support information sent to the aircraft
[10, 11]. The ground clearance (or terrain elevation) is measured by the Radar Altimeter (RALT), which is then compared to a terrain height profile map to infer the aircraft’s position. The challenge with TAN is that the observation model
composed of the terrain height profile map is highly nonlinear
and non-analytical, i.e. common filtering approaches such as
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and Unscented Kalman Filter
(UKF) break-down [12]. In addition to that, when measuring the ground clearance, the RALT will sometimes react on
echoes from tree tops or buildings, which can be modeled as
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) noise error whose parameters are generally unknown [11, 12].
This paper can be seen as an extension of our previous
work [13], where the RALT observation has been modeled
as a jump Markov nonlinear system, in order to account
for the time-varying nature of the noise statistics. A RaoBlackwellized Particle Filter (RBPF) was then used for each
aircraft to simultaneously estimate the aircraft’s state together

with the model parameters describing the RALT observation
noise. Cooperation between aircraft took place by exchanging sufficient statistics of the noise model parameters (which
can be assumed the same for all aircraft) via a consensus algorithm. The main contributions of this work are as follows:
We extend the cooperation among aircraft by additionally
considering inter-node range measurements. These provide
geometric constraints on the position estimation [1] and increase the reliability of the navigation in case (flat) areas with
low information on the terrain elevation profile are overflown.
The sufficient statistics of all measurement noise model parameters are distributed based on random pairwise gossip [9].
2. SYSTEM MODEL
1) General: The topology of the sensor network is modeled
as G = (ν, ε), which is an undirected graphical model where
ν is the set of NS sensor nodes and ε are the set of edges, each
as an unordered pair of distinct nodes. The neighborhood of
a node s ∈ ν is defined as Γ(s) , {r|(s, r) ∈ ε}. Each node
s is assumed to be represented by a Jump Markov NonLinear
System (JMNLS) of the form
xs,t ∼ f (xs,t |xs,t−1 ),

(1a)

ys,t ∼ grs,t (ys,t |xs,t ; θrs,t ),

(1b)

rs,t ∼ Π(rs,t |rs,t−1 ).

(1c)

where xs,t ∈ Rnx denotes the state of node s at time instance t with transition density f (xs,t |xs,t−1 ), and rs,t ∈
{1, ..., K} is a discrete mode variable that evolves according to a Markov chain with K × K Transition Probability
Matrix (TPM), whose elements are assumed to be unknown
and given by πk` = Π(`|k) = P(rt = `|rt−1 = k). The
state xs,t and the mode rs,t are latent, and are indirectly observed through the measurement ys,t ∈ Rny which is defined by a mode-dependent likelihood grs,t (ys,t |xs,t ; θrs,t ),
with unknown model parameters θk , k = 1, . . . , K. The goal
is then to sequentially estimate (xs,t , rs,t ) and identify the
model parameters θ = ({θk }K
k=1 , Π) from the measurements
ys,0:t = [ys,0 , . . . , ys,t ]T available up to time t.
2) Terrain Based Navigation: We consider NS aircraft in
formation flight, representing the sensor network. The dynamics of each aircraft (or node) s given by (1a) are assumed
to follow a constant velocity
model [14], with state vector xs,t

Y
X
Y
composed of the pairs pX
,
s,t ps,t and vs,t , vs,t that represent the 2D position and velocity. Each aircraft is measuring
the height above the terrain from the RALT (altitude above
Y
sea level known), modeled as ys,t = h1 (pX
s,t , ps,t ) + ers,t ,
where h1 (., .) is a non-analytical and nonlinear lookup table that represents the terrain elevation database that is stored
in the aircraft’s computer. The observation noise ers,t is assumed mode-dependent, to account for the effect of multiple
reflections of the RALT echo signal on the open terrain model
[15]. The echo reflections are modeled by a 2-state Markov

chain [16], that switches between two Gaussian distributions
each having unknown mean and standard deviation, i.e. θk =
{µk , σk }, k = 1, 2. In addition to the RALT observations,
each node takes inter-node range measurements (via the internode communication data link) to its neighboring sensors,
Y
X
Y
which are modeled as ỹsr,t = h2 (pX
s,t , ps,t , pr,t , pr,t ) + ẽs,t
with r ∈ Γ(s) and
the Euclidean
 whereY h2 (., ., ., .)X denotes
Y
.
We
further asand
p
,
p
distance between pX
,
p
r,t r,t
s,t s,t
sume reciprocity of the communication channel, i.e. ỹsr,t =
ỹrs,t holds, and the noise ẽs,t can be assumed zero-mean
Gaussian distributed with known variance σd2 . Note, that the
variance can be also treated as an unknown parameter that has
to be identified, but we refrain from this option in the following.

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
1) Cooperative Sequential State Estimation: We assume
that at every time instant t each node s receives the following observation vector Ys,t , [ys,t Ȳs,t Yes,t ]T , where
ys,t is terrain elevation measurement observed by node s,
Ȳs,t , {yr,t }r∈Γ(s) are the terrain elevation measurements
of neighboring nodes, and Yes,t , {ỹsr,t }r∈Γ(s) is the set
of inter-node range measurements between node s and its
neighbors. For notational simplicity, we drop the unknown
parameter θ from the notation throughout this section. From
a Bayesian perspective, we are interested in recursively evaluating
p(xs,1:t , rs,t |Ys,1:t ) = P(rs,t |xs,1:t , Ys,1:t )p(xs,1:t |Ys,1:t ),
(2)
where the first density can be evaluated analytically using
conditional Hidden Markov Model (HMM) filters, and the
density p(xs,1:t |Ys,1:t ) can be approximated using particle filters [17]. This technique is known as Rao-Blackwellization
and generally can lead to a reduction in variance of the estimated parameters. The derivation of the filter can be found
in [13, 17] and is not repeated here. Rather, we present in the
following only the required filter modifications. We define for
each particle i (represented by the superscript (i)) the quantity
(i)

(i)

(i)

γs,t (rs,t ) , p(Ys,t , xs,t , rs,t |xs,1:t−1 , Ys,1:t−1 )
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

= prs,t (Ys,t |xs,t )f (xs,t |xs,t−1 )αs,t|t−1 (rs,t ).
(3)
(i)

(i)

where αs,t|t−1 (`) , P(rs,t = `|xs,1:t−1 , Ys,1:t−1 ) is obtained by prediction using the previous HMM filter output
(i)
αs,t−1|t−1 (`) for ` ∈ {1, ..., K}. The HMM filter update
PK
(i)
(i)
(i)
is then given by αs,t|t (`) = γs,t (`)/ k=1 γs,t (k). The un(i)

normalised particle weights w̃s,t can be adjusted accordingly,

yielding
(i)
w̃s,t

∝

(i)
(i)
p(xs,t , Ys,t |xs,1:t−1 , Ys,1:t−1 )
(i)
ws,t−1
(i) (i)
q(xs,t |xs,1:t−1 , Ys,1:t−1 )

(4)

p(yr,t , ỹsr,t |xs,t ) ≈

1
NG

X

(j)

(j)

p(ỹsr,t |xr,t , xs,t )p(yr,t |xr,t ).

(j)

xr,t ∈χr

(8)
(i)

(i)

with p(xs,t , Ys,t |xs,1:t−1 , Ys,1:t−1 ) =
(i)

PK

(i)

k=1 γs,t (k), and

(i)

where q(xs,t |xs,1:t−1 , Ys,1:t−1 ) denotes the proposal density.
The modified likelihood prs,t (Ys,t |xs,t ) can be decomposed as follows
prs,t (Ys,t |xs,t ) = grs,t (ys,t |xs,t ) p(Ȳs,t , Ỹs,t |xs,t )
Y
= grs,t (ys,t |xs,t )
p(yr,t , ỹsr,t |xs,t ),
r∈Γ(s)

(5)
where the second equality follows from the assumption that
the observations are mutually independent. We further rewrite
the density p(yr,t , ỹsr,t |xs,t ) in terms of the state vector xr,t
of the neighboring node
Z
p(yr,t , ỹsr,t |xs,t ) = p(yr,t , ỹsr,t , xr,t |xs,t ) dxr,t
Z
= p(yr,t |xr,t )p(ỹsr,t |xr,t , xs,t )p(xr,t |xs,t ) dxr,t . (6)

2) Networked Parameter Estimation: For estimating the
unknown parameter vector θ, the online Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [19] is used. It requires that the
nonlinear dynamical system corresponding to each mode belongs to the curved exponential family [20], such that a recursive calculation of the corresponding sufficient statistics
s(zs,t , zs,t−1 ), with zs,t , {xs,t , rs,t }, becomes feasible. In
particular, it enables to recursively
update an intermediate
Pn
quantity Ts,t (zs,t ) , Eθ0 [ t=1 s(zs,t , zs,t−1 )|zs,t , ys,1:t ] at
each time step, from which the a new parameter estimate θ̂t
can be computed from the mapping Λk (.), as it is described in
(i)
(i) Np
more detail in [13, 21]. The RBPF output, i.e. {ws,t , xs,t }i=1
can be used to compute for each particle an approximation
(i)
(i)
of the intermediate quantity Tbs,t (`) ≈ Ts,t (xs,t , rs,t = `),
according to [17]
(i)
Tbs,t (`) =

NP X
K 
X
j=1 k=1

(i,j)

w
es,t (`, k)
PN PK
(i,u)
es,t (`, m)
u=1
m=1 w

h
i
The expression above is generally difficult to evaluate, so that
(j)
(j)
(i)
b
×
(1
−
η
)
T
(k)
+
η
s
(x
,
r
=
k,
x
,
r
=
`)
.
t s,t−1
t t s,t−1 s,t−1
further simplifying assumptions have to be introduced. In pars,t s,t
ticular, the evaluation of p(yr,t |xr,t ) requires knowledge of
(9)
the mode rr,t which has generated the observation. In the
following we approximate this density by a mixture
where
K
1 X
gk (yr,t |xr,t ),
K

(i,j)

(i)

(j)

(j)

(j)

(7)

w
es,t (`, k) = f (xs,t |xs,t−1 )πk` αs,t−1|t−1 (k)ws,t−1 , (10)

where we have assumed equal probable mixture component
weights. It is also possible to replace the mixture component
weights with conditional mode estimates αr,t|t (k) available
from the RBPF of node r, but this requires further information exchange via the communication channel. Another issue
is the assumption on the density p(xr,t |xs,t ). It is possible to
be considered as uniform distributed over some space relative
to node s, since we do not have (and exchange) information
about the current state of node r. Instead of evaluating the integral (6) over the entire space, we follow an approach that has
been suggested in [18]. We first note that the models for yr,t
and ỹsr,t are independent of the 2D velocity. Hence, the integration in (6) can be performed over the 2D position space.
We consider a smaller, ring-shaped discrete grid, χr , which
is centered at the position of node s and which has a radius
equal to the measured inter-node range ỹsr,t . The width of the
ring is based on a confidence interval of the inter-node range
observation model and is assumed to be ±3σd2 . Assuming
NG grid points on the ring, the density can be approximated
numerically according to

(i)
the recursion is initialized with Tbs,0 (`) = 0, and where ηt is
a forgetting P
factor satisfying theP
stochastic approximation requirements t≥1 ηt = ∞ and t≥1 ηt2 < ∞. The estimate
for the local sufficient statistics is finally obtained from Ŝs,t =
PNP PK
(i) (i)
(i)
i=1
`=1 ws,t αs,t|t T̂s,t (`). The computational complexity of computing (9) is O(K 2 NP2 ) and can be reduced by using path-based smoothing [17], which is however not considered in this work.
2.1) Random Gossip: Defined as an algorithm in which
each node communicates with no more than one neighbor in
each time slot [9]. Different from consensus, evaluated in our
previous work [13], when each node s communicates with all
the elements of Γ(s), this algorithm utilizes only a subset of
unitary size.
As the quantity of interest we consider the sufficient
statistics, whose distributed averaging is aimed. Within this
approach, at each time-step, a randomly selected set of pairs
from neighboring nodes exchange data in order to spread
information throughout the network. The information exchanged between node pairs (local sufficient statistics) is

p(yr,t |xr,t ) ≈

k=1
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Performance is assessed via 100 independent Monte Carlo
runs evaluating a 22.5 seconds (450 measurements) of stabilized flight from NS = 9 aircraft flying in constant formation
over a simulated terrain created by a 2D Gaussian low-pass
filter over uniform noise [22]. The mode-dependent observation noise of the RALT follows a 2-state Markov chain,
with transition probabilities π11 = 0.85 and π22 = 0.6, that
switches between two Gaussian distributions with parameters
θ1 = {0, 1} and θ2 = {20, 4}. For the inter-node measurements, σd = 0.5. The forgetting factor follows ηt = t−0.7 .
The RBPF for each node uses NP = 300 particles, a blind
proposal density and NG = 400 grid points for the internode measurements likelihood evaluation. At time t = 0,
(i)
(i)
all filters are initialized with xs,0 = xs,0 , ws,0 = 1/NP

0.3

µ1 RMS Estimation Error [m]

4. SIMULATIONS

is clear the proposed solution for the cooperative filtering
provides some performance increase on the navigation task
(around 12%).
In Figure 2, the parameter estimation presents substantial
performance improvement when using cooperation between
nodes. The random gossip behaves almost as the consensus
strategy.

σ 2 RMS Estimation Error [m]

(t)

combined as ζs = 21 (Ŝs,t + Ŝr,t ) and leads to a random
information spread over the network.
It is worth noting that the random gossip is applied only to
the parameter estimation. Cooperation via inter-node measurments is performed over standard protocol where each node
is communicating with each other.
The random gossip approach can significantly reduce the
communication cost, since, instead of communicating iteratively with all the neighbours, each node has only to exchange
information with one single node.
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Fig. 2. Parameters RMS estimation error.

(i)

and αs,0|0 (`) = 1(rs,0 = `) for s = 1, . . . , NS and i =
1, . . . , NP . The parameter estimation starts after 2.5 seconds
(50 iterations) in order to guarantee that the M-step update is
numerically well-behaved [21]. The initial guess for the on0
0
line EM algorithm are given by: π̂11
= 0.5 and π̂22
= 0.5,
0
0
θ̂1 = {−5, 5} and θ̂2 = {25, 5}.

Position Estimation RMS Error [m]

9
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cons internode
gossip internode
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2) Communication Analysis: The total communication
bandwidth required by the entire network, also called network throughput, was analysed for each strategy. We assume
a four-Byte representation for a floating point value and the
set of sufficient statistics demand 10 values (40 Bytes). The
consensus approach demands 18.75 KB/s and the random
gossip 6.25 KB/s in network throughput. A reduction of
more than 60% for parameter estimation can be achieved.
Regarding the use of inter-node measurements, the demand increases to 20.625 KB/s and 7.1875 KB/s for the consensus and random gossip, respectively, due to the exchange
of an additional floating point value between neighbors (10%
and 15% bandwidth increase, respectively). We have then a
trade off between navigation accuracy and network communication resources usage.

5

5. CONCLUSION
4
0

10

20

t[s]

Fig. 1. Position RMS error.
1) Results Analysis: Both consensus and random gossip
strategies were evaluated considering only one iteration per
time step. It is then the minimum load on the network imposed by the parameter estimation task. Figure 1 addresses
the position estimation Root Mean Square (RMS) error. It

We have proposed two cooperative approaches for both filtering and model parameters estimation. The results on a
network of flying platforms show that cooperation using the
randomized gossip over the sufficient statistics exchange
provides similar performance compared to the consensus approach using significant less network bandwidth. The state
estimation takes advantage of the inter-node measurements
together with the exchange of RALT measurements.
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